The presence of dd excitations in K-edge resonant inelastic X-ray scattering in the 1s → 4p region of transition-metal compounds and their excitation mechanism is established through measurements on NiO and NiCl2. It is demonstrated that the valence excitations are due to the interaction between the excited 4p electron and the 3d valence electrons. A detailed analytical framework for interpreting these excitations in transition-metal compounds is presented demonstrating a strong angular dependence for different dd excitations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of complex materials under real conditions is often hampered by the lack of proper characterization tools that are both chemical and bulk selective. In optical spectroscopy, one is unable to distinguish excitations from different elements and, for transition-metal compounds, dd excitations are only allowed due to the simulaneous excitation of magnons or phonons. Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) 1 , on the other hand, employs the excitation of an electron from a deeplying core level of a particular element into the valence shell through the absorption of an X-ray photon with energy ω. One subsequently detects the energy ω ′ of the X-rays resulting from the radiative decay of the core hole. Local dd transitions 1 , spin-flips 2 , and singlemagnon excitations 3 have been observed in the soft X-ray region at the transition-metal L-and M -edges. However, low-energy X-rays do not have sufficient penetration depth to study, for example, the electronic structure in technologically-relevant materials, such as transitionmetal molecular compounds in solution. The use of hard X-rays allows the chemically-selective measurement of valence excitations under ambient conditions. For example, for nickel compounds, the focus of this paper, Ni is at the active site of several environmentally critical enzymes 8 . These include enzymes for H 2 production -[NiFe] hydrogenase 9 , CH 4 production -methylcoenzyme M reductase 10 , and CO-CO 2 metabolism -CO dehydrogenase 11 . Given the multitude of controversies about the catalytic mechanisms of these enzymes, a new experimental probe of the electronic structure of nickel and other transition-metal compounds would have immediate application in this field.
At the K-edge, in the dipolar 1s → 4p region, the focus of RIXS has been primarily on charge-transfer excitations with an energy of 2-6 eV 4 . These are generally considered to be a result of shake-up processes due to the strong Coulomb interaction with the 1s core-hole. Lowenergy excitations (< 2 eV) in the hard X-ray region are more difficult to observe, but will become more easily accessible due to the rapidly-increasing advances in RIXS technology [5] [6] [7] . It has been shown that the 1s corehole potential can possibly create bimagnon excitations 6 . In the weak pre-edge feature which is due to 1s → 3d transitions, dd excitations can be observed since angular momentum is transferred via the polarization of the Xrays 5 . However, they are not expected at the main edge (1s → 4p transitions), since the 1s core-hole potential cannot transfer angular momentum to the valence shell. Despite of that, low-energy excitations are still observed at these absorption energies 7 . In the absence of a clear understanding of the excitation mechanism, a definite assignment of low-energy excitations in the dipolar region (1s→4p) remains difficult 6, 7 . We demonstrate the presence of low-energy excitations in NiO and NiCl 2 in the 1s → 4p excitation region. Since these materials are well studied, we can unequivocally ascribe the excitations to local dd transitions. We show that these excitations are a result of the 3d-4p Coulomb interaction. This mechanism leads to a clear angular dependence, which allows distinction from other low-energy excitations, such as, e.g. bimagnons 6 . This work opens the door to the study of active sites using hard X-rays.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experiments were performed at the MERIX undulator beamline of Sector 30 at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. Two monochromators are installed on the beamline. The first one is a water-cooled two-crystal diamond [111] monochromator with a measured bandwidth of 400 meV near the Ni K-edge. The second one is a 4-crystal backscatter monochromator with 70 meV resolution. The surface of the sample is aligned along 45
• from the direction of beam incidence. The scattering angle is 90
• . The fluorescence emission is detected with a near-backscatter spherically-bent diced-crystal spectrometer. The crys- The RIXS spectra are shown in Fig. 1 state of the same symmetry and leads to peaks 1.7 and 3 eV. A weak feature might also be visible around 0.5 eV, although it is hard to distinguish at this count rate due to the close proximity to the elastic line.
When increasing the excitation energy above the preedge feature, these local dd transitions are still visible. This is unexpected since quadrupolar features are very weak in the main absorption feature. Recently, dd features have also been observed in the 1s → 4p region 7 in the quasi-zero-dimensional compound CuB 2 O 4 . Surprisingly, the strength in the pre-edge region of these excitations is rather small. Generally, excitations at the K-edge are shake-up excitations resulting from the transient presence of a strong core-hole potential in the intermediate state 4, 13, 14 . However, since the ground state contains only e g holes, the involvement of t 2g electrons in the screening process is unlikely. In addition, the experiments are performed in a 90
• scattering condition. This eliminates the possibility that the transitions are a result of the A 2 term 15,16 , which is zero in this geometry. Also, since the polarization vectors of the incoming and outgoing x-rays are perpendicular to each other, the orbital of the excited electron must have changed and the 4p electron can most likely not be considered a spectator. This change could be a result of hybridization between the 3d and 4p states on the site with the 1s core hole. This coupling is weak and for a quasi-zero-dimensional compound, such as CuB 2 O 4 , it is symmetry forbidden 7 . The coupling is present in three-dimensional systems, such as NiO and NiCl 2 . However, it is difficult to understand why a hybridization mechanism would favor one particular t 2g e g multiplet over another. One would expect that a hybridization mechanism would give equal weight to the 3 T 2 peak and the combined 3 T 1 features. This is confirmed via numerical calculations based on a tightbinding model to estimate the 3d-4p mixing throughout the Brillouin zone (not shown). However, this contradicts with the experimental observations where the 3 T 2 is significantly weaker, see Fig. 1 . Here, we demonstrate that the dd features are due to Coulomb scattering of the excited 4p electron with the 3d states.
The relative strength of these excitations compared to the charge-transfer features at 4 eV and higher might at first seem surprising since the 3d-4p Coulomb interaction is significantly weaker than the 1s-3d interaction. In addition, the intensity of the transitions is approximately proportional to the square of the interaction strength. Charge-transfer excitations are excited by the interaction between the core-hole and valence shell, which is of the order of 6-8 eV. The dd excitations are due to higherorder terms in the 3d-4p Coulomb interaction which are of the order of tenths of an electron volt. This makes the excitation process about a factor 1000 smaller. Indeed these transitions are not visible in most scattering geometries. However, experimentally, a (typical) 90 degrees horizontal scattering condition is employed, which very strongly reduces the charge-transfer excitations since the incoming polarization vector is perpendicular to both outgoing polarization vectors. For a single NiO 6 cluster, the charge-transfer excitations are then forbidden. Within a crystal, these transitions become weakly allowed away from high-symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone. In addition, the resonant factor reduces the intensity by a factor 1/(E f − E g ) 2 , where E f − E g is the energy loss of the photon. This reduces the charge-transfer excitations by a factor 4-20 relative to the dd excitations. Therefore, due to the chosen scattering condition, the dd excitations are not negligibly weak compared to the charge-transfer excitations. The possible role of the 4p in the creation of valence excitations has been indicated earlier 17 . In this following sections, we give a general treatment of the excitations due to 3d-4p Coulomb scattering.
III. THEORY
The RIXS cross section is well described by the Kramers-Heisenberg formula
where
is the scattering amplitude where |g and |f are the ground and final states, respectively; D ∼ e·r is the electric dipole operator with e the polarization vector; H is the Hamiltonian of the system and Γ the intermediatestate lifetime broadening. We take the ground-state energy E g = 0. Although we also evaluate the cross section numerically using the above expression, a better understanding of the excitations created in the process is obtained by considering the relevant terms in the scattering amplitude. We are interested in the inelastic scattering terms arising from the indirect RIXS process 1 related to the 3d-4p Coulomb interaction contained in H ′ . For indirect RIXS, we can expand the scattering amplitude, which gives
where H 0 = H − H ′ . We want to focus on excitation to lowest order, which necessitates some approximations. We can neglect all other intermediate state effects and treat the scattering to lowest-order. This leads to the result in lowest order perturbation 
Generally, the intermediate-state lifetime broadening Γ is a large quantity, for example, of the order of a few eV for transition-metal K edges. Therefore, the fine structure due to H ′ is smaller than Γ. In this limit, we can neglect
The physical interpretation of this approximation at the transition-metal K edge is as follows. In the dipolar region transitions are made into the wide 4p band, creating intermediate states with an energy E n = E 1s + E 4p,nk , where E 1s is the energy to create a deep-lying 1s core hole and E 4p,nk is the energy of an electron in the 4p band with momentum k and band index n. The 4p band width is generally larger than the broadening Γ. However, the scattering between the intermediate states caused by H ′ is smaller than the broadening Γ. Since the effect of H ′ is already taken into account in the numerator, we neglect the higher-order effect in the denominator. In the emission process, the excited 4p electron decays and we are left with a dd excitation. In both cases, the scattering amplitude can be split into A(ω, e ′ , e) ∼ = n P n (ω, ω ′ )T n (e ′ , e), where P (ω, ω ′ ) is a scattering amplitude. The transitions are contained in T n (e ′ , e) = f |D|n n|H ′ |n n|D|g where the interaction H ′ is the term in the Hamiltonian responsible for creating the final state excitatons, which in our case is the Coulomb interaction between the excited 4p electron and the 3d shell. For an atom, H ′ can be written as
12,18
the angular moments are p = 1 and d = 2 (for clarity, symbols are used); p † qσ creates a 4p electron with orbital moment q and spin σ. For late transition-metal compounds, it is more convenient to look at the scattering of holes and d † mσ creates a 3d hole with orbital moment m and spin σ. F k and G k are the radial matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction. The coefficients c k arise from the integrations over the angular part of the wavefunction and are related to Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (3j symbols). In the Coulomb interaction for an atom, angular momentum is exchanged between the electrons. The first term on the right-hand side represents the direct scattering of a p and a d electron from angular momentum q and m ′ to q ′ and m, respectively (or from m to m ′ for the d hole). The second term is the exchange interaction, where the p and d electron are interchanged. At the K-edge, the angular momentum of the 4p electron is directly related to the polarization of the X-rays via the dipole operator D ∼ qσ e q p † qσ s σ where s σ creates a hole in the 1s core level. The components e q of the unit polarization vector e can be expressed in (normalized) spherical harmonics in the direction of the polarization vector e q = C 1q (e) = 4π/3Y 1q (e). Due to the small Coulomb exchange interaction of the 1s core hole with the valence shell, the 1s spin is unlikely to change in the intermediate state. This also implies that the spin of the 4p electron cannot change in the scattering process, otherwise the dipole transition for the emission is no longer allowed. For our physical understanding, it is convenient to separate the scattering of the d and the p electrons. The exchange term of the p-d Coulomb can be recoupled 20 making it appear as a direct Coulomb interaction, giving for the transition operator
with the coefficient
where the bracketed term is a 6j symbol and the normalization constant
is expressed as a 3j symbol. Since the ground and final states do not contain 4p electrons and 1s holes, the related operators can be removed from the expression in Eq. (4). The factor two in front of F k derives from the fact that the spin of the excited 4p electron is irrelevant for direct scattering, whereas for the exchange term the spins of the scattered d and p electrons have to be equal. The effects of the 4p band are given in d n,qq ′ = | n|p † qσ |g | 2 , which is essentially the absorption strength for a particular 4p orbital. Let us now assume that d n,qq ′ = d n , i.e. the only polarization dependence comes from the polarization vectors and not from the details in the bandstructure. This condition is often well satisfied in the broad 4p bands. We then arrive at the central result for the effective transition operator
that consist of three distinct factors. The strength of the coupling
with
can be expressed in terms of the radial matrix elements of the pd Coulomb interaction as
The scattering in the valence shell is given in spherical coordinates in terms of a 3j symbol
where k is the rank of the scattering operator with q = k, k − 1, · · · , −k are the components. The coefficients are given by
The coefficients w k mm ′ σ form a 5 × 5 matrix w k mm ′ σ . When considering 3d electrons, it is more convenient to deal with real orbitals. We can perform a unitary transformation
where W k µµ ′ κ are the coefficients of the matrix
is a unitary transformation from atomic to tesseral (real) orbitals; note that κ = 2, 1, 0, −1, −2 = x 2 −y 2 , zx, 3z 2 −r 2 , yz, zx. Each of the operators has a particular angular dependenceŪ
and
with κ = 1, 0, −1 = x, z, y, and 
There is a remarkable similarity between the effective transition operator in Eq. (7) and those in RIXS at the transition-metal L-or M -edges 19 . Within the fastcollision approximation, the RIXS scattering operator at a particular edge can be expressed in terms of spin dependent and independent operators. The latter are, apart from a constant factor, given by T in Eq. (7), but with d n A k ≡ 1. The spin-dependent operators are due to the presence of the core-hole spin-orbit coupling and are not present for the scattering due to the 4p-3d Coulomb interaction.
IV. dd-TRANSITIONS IN NIO AND NICL2
The simplest transition operator is due to the monopole part of the pd Coulomb interaction given by k = 0 and related to the F 0 radial matrix element. The effective operator is the number of holes W 0 0 = n h . Since the symmetry does not change, it will not produce local dd excitations in NiO. However, it can give rise to charge-transfer type excitations of the same symmetry, although these are significantly smaller than the chargetransfer excitations due to the 1s core hole. For k = 0, the polarization part in Eq. (4) is given by the inner productŪ k κ (e ′ , e) = e ′ * · e. In a typical 90
• horizontal scattering condition, this term is always zero, and we effectively "switch off" the monopole part of the pd Coulomb interaction.
Of more interest are local dd transitions resulting from angular momentum exchange between the 4p electron and the 3d valence band. For NiO, the ground state is (15), we find, leaving out the spin part,
taking care of the commutation of the electrons. The quantum numbers are ordered such that the e g holes (µ = 2, 0 = x 2 − y 2 , 3z 2 − r 2 ) are in front of the t 2g holes (µ = 1, −1, −2 = zx, yz, xy). The symmetry of this state is not directly obvious. We can however rewrite
We can therefore also write the transitions as
The 3r 2 i − r 2 with r i = x, y, z orbitals are invariant under symmetry operations of the octahedral group. Therefore, the symmetry of the product wavefunctions is equivalent to that of the t 2g orbitals and the total symmetry is therefore T 2 . Performing the same analysis for the transitions from W 2 κ , we can write Fig. 2(a) . Some small spectral weight is present in the 3 T 1 due to higher-order effects and other intermediate state interactions. As a result of the recoupling, the G 1 term in the Coulomb interaction connects to the transition operators for k = 0, 1, 2. However, as can be seen from the coefficients A k , the dominant scattering is related to the k = 1 term. For the 3 T 1 , the transition intensity due to G 1 is weaker relative to the F 2 by a factor (12F 2 /7G 1 ) 2 ∼ = 5, for a typical ratio G 1 /F 2 = 0.75. The scattering due to the G 3 term is small. The total spectrum in Fig. 2(a) reproduces the relatively weak spectral weight of the 3 T 2 feature with respect to the 3 T 1 peaks. Since the 4p-3d Coulomb interaction is relatively weak, these dd can generally not be easily distinguished from the much stronger chargetransfer excitations due to the 1s core hole. However, in a horizontal 90 degrees scattering geometry, see the inset in Fig. 2 , the latter excitations are strongly reduced. For a single NiO 6 unit, they would be symmetry forbidden. For a solid, these transitions become weakly allowed away from high-symmetry axis in the Brillouin zone.
Since each of the component of the transition operators W i × e = −e 2 , −e 1 for i = 1, 2, respectively. The angular dependence is then simply the norm of the polarization vectors and therefore a constant, , see the inset in Fig.  2 . For k = 2, the angular dependence is more complex, but straightforward to evaluate. The strongest intensity occurs when the incoming polarization vector is along a crystal axis, see Fig. 2 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated experimentally the existence of dd excitations in RIXS in the 1s → 4p region in NiO and NiCl 2 . The origin of these features is an indirect RIXS process 14 involving the Coulomb interaction between the excited 4p electron and the 3d valence electrons creating a local dd multiplet and while changing the properties of the 4p electron. By employing a polarization condition that is sensitive to the changes in the 4p electron, dd excitations can be selectively probed. The observation of dd excitations with hard X-rays provides unique benefits for applications in complex materials under real conditions 23 . At the transition-metal K edges, dd excitations can often be observed in the pre-edge region. This is a direct RIXS process, which is more straightforward to interpret 5 . The relative intensities of the direct and indirect RIXS processes is difficult to determine and requires more experimental and theoretical investigation.
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